where A denotes the diagonal map in DF, and m is multiplication in D(D,F). Yet, (moA)(l(*'))=t! (l'*))(') (
(where 1 denotes the first element of an ordered basis { 1, . . . . n} of F, fixed once for all) immediately tells us that m 0 A is not suited for characteristicfree considerations. Since, however, the choice of the basis (1, . . . . rz} identities CL(F) with GL(n, R), and Hom,,(,. We claim that the images of the maps (Pan, with 1 proper, cover D, (D,F) .
Let a E D,(D,F) be any element a?'. ... .a?', where each USE D,F is an element of the basis induced by { 1, . . . . n}, ui# uj whenever i#j, each ri>l, and r,+ ... + rs = m. We may assume that ui = xi yi Vi 6 p (xi and yi being different elements of { 1, . . . . rz}) and ui = xi*) Vi Since all elements like a(,") . . . . . aj'"' f orm a basis for D,(D,F), we prove our claim by showing that those elements can be covered, and achieve such a goal by descending induction on their pure contents.
If PC(a)=m, then a= (x(12))("). . . . . (x~*))(~s', where we may assume rl 2r,b ... 2 rS. If 1 denotes (rl, . . . . rS), then ~2n(xi2'1' @ . . . 0 x:'~~') = a. Let us suppose now that we know how to cover all elements of pure content 2t + 1. Every element of pure content t is of the form (x1 Y,)(~') .. . We note that in (3), if r1 = 1, there is in fact no Z-linear combination, and the argument is simplified. In the extreme case when r1 = . . . = rP = 1, (Pan = b directly, without resort to the induction hypothesis.
We have thus proved the following statement.
is covered by the images of the maps (pzA, where 1 ranges over all proper partitions having weight m. DEFINITION 1.5. For every proper partition I of weight m, we denote by Mzl F the GL(F)-submodule of D,(D,F) C,,A im(cp,,), where /J stands for a proper partition of weight m, and 2 denotes the lexicographic order of partitions.
We also set &,, F = C,, 1 im( rp,, -z, ust(mod2) ugmin(t,*Af+~--r} where S(U) = (12)'") (1 (2) (h+(l-u)/*) (2(*))(ii+l-(r+u)/*), because cpi (l(*+ ) (1 (*))('I), and ,1-u+uP) (the idea is that out of &+i available slots, the number u of those taken by 12 must have the same parity of t; so we are left with li+ i -U slots to accommodate (t -u)/2 l(% and (2&+ i -t -u)/2 = li+ i -(t + u)/2 2(*)'s; then for every u,
is the number of combinations with repetitions one can have with u 12's, (t-u)/2 l(*)'s, and &+i -(t + u)/2 2'*%). As for Z, it only depends on X and Y.
To prove that C ( 'l+(i; ')'*) S(u) . Z belongs to b8,, F, it suffices to show that for each u, S(u) 
where + is a map (p2,, with p a proper partition such that /PI= m and p > 1, T is a suitable term, and ci is an integer. In other words, we work recursively, first covering exactly S(u,), where uO is the least possible u, and then S(u, + 2), S(u, + 4), etc.
We claim that the appropriate T for the generic S(u) is as follows. In 
where Z is the same element (depending on X and Y) found before, v = u yields S(u) with coefficient 1, and VE {u -2, u -4, . ..} gives S(u-2) S(u -4), . . . with various integral coefficients. Hence if ji is proper, setting T= T (and $ = (pzp) we are done. If ji is improper, rearranging its terms in some way, we get a proper partition p that is still > 1 (since ji has been obtained from 1 by bringing up some boxes from row i + 1 to row i). If TE Dip F is obtained by rearranging in the very same way the factors of TE D2pF, then q,,(T) = q,,(T), because the maps of type (Pan are defined row-wise and multiplication in D(D2 F) is commutative. Therefore we are through also if p is improper.
Having established that cpZi, I proper, IA1 = m, does induce a map K,,F + MzA F/uziF, one could try to show directly that the induced map is bijective. It is more convenient, however, to take another direction. In other words, the graded object associated to { M,,F} is xii., =m K,,F, as required. In fact it is known in characteristic zero that D,(D,,F) in general is not isomorphic to Cln, =m K,,F; e.g. D,(&f') g K&'OK,,,,F (cf. IILl). (i) if t= 1, +, is the identity on A2F (ii) if t > 2, tit is given by
where Li means a omitted. . . . r\2Jiforeachi(Cis called the "canonical tableau"). It is clear that $21(c) is not zero, because there is no way of displaying as many l's, 2's, 3's... as occurring in C in any tableau associated to a basis element of Lzp F, with p > 1. Since the Schur functor is irreducible over any field k of characteristic zero, it follows that @*A is an isomorphism over such a k and rk(&,,(~2F))=C,,,=, rk(L,,F) over k, hence over every R, by universal freeness.
One should observe that a similar argument does not work for the cases of D,(D,F) and D,(A*F) (which involve Weyl functors), but can be used for S,(S,F), which again has a filtration in terms of Schur functors. Similarly to what we did at the end of Section 1, we explicitly observe that Theorem 2.7 implies that not only S(,4*F), but also other plethysms can be filtered in terms of Schur functors, e.g., S((A*F) OF).
D(A*F) AND S(&F)
In this section we describe a filtration of D,(A*F) in terms of Weyl functors. Since D,(A*F) is the contravariant dual of S,(A*F), such a description somehow dualizes that of Section 2.
As for S,(S,F), the contravariant dual of D,(D,F), Remark 2.9 leads us to expect a close resemblance with the case of D,(A*F). We show that this is in fact the case, by quickly describing a filtration for S,(S2 F) too. 4W) is the co-Schur map associated to the partition (2, t), precisely coincides with t! (Pi,,,) . Hence, from now on, we think of (Pi,,,) as of (llt!)(m~d;,,,)). If i is even, we show that (cp,~ q :)(XQ l'~i-"Q2'~~+"Q3'~'1+'-"Q 4(""+2)Q Y) is in Sl,F, in fact, one gets (pLi-i=pi, pi+i=P(i+z): p2q) (still a partition of weight 2m, length 2q, and such that Vi = Vi _ , for all even i between 2 and 2q), then cp,(T)=(l A 2)"1)(4 A 2)"'(3 A 4)(@s+'-').Z, where Z is the same element found before. Hence if 1 is proper, we are done since V > p. If V is improper, we can get from it a proper partition v (of weight 2m, length 2q, such that vi= vi-, for all even i between 2 and 2q) as follows: we first pass pi-i + t and pi + t across all ,U;S such that j < i -1 and pi < pi-, + t, then we pass pi+, -t and pi+ 2 -t across all p,,'s such that h > i + 2 and n,, > pi+ z -t. If T E D, F is obtained by rearranging the factors of TE D,F according to the way v has been obtained from V, rp,( T) = cp,-( T), and again we are done, since v>v>p.
At this point, since rk(D,(n2F)) = rk(S,(/i'F)) = Clr,=, rk(L,,F) = Cll, =m rk(K,-,F) (the equality in the middle is that used in the proof of Theorem 2.7), Lemma 3.6 and an argument like that of Theorem 1.9 imply the following statement. The filtration { NnF} of S,(S,F) is clearly exhaustive because every element of S,(S,F) can be covered by the map tic+).
If we can prove that each tip, p proper, induces a map L,F+ NpF/fiMF, then an argument like that of Theorem 3.7 shows that {N,-, F} has com-characteristic zero it is well known that nz(A2V) = Kc2,1~) I/= Lc3,,, V (V is an n-dimensional k-vector space). But one shows [A-B-l, Sect. 41 that
Since L,,, ,) V and Kc,,, ) 2 V are indecomposable over infinite fields [DC-E-P, Sect. 31, it follows that over an infinite field of characteristic 2, n2(A21') cannot be isomorphic to either L(,,,, I/ or Kc2,12j V, and A2(,4*F) cannot be either a Weyl or a Schur functor.
Remark 4.1. The fact that n(ll 'F) has no universal K-(L-) filtration could also be proved in a different way, similar to the one we are about to use for /i(D,F).
If rl(D, F) had a universal K-filtration, ,4'(D, F) would be Kc,, 1j F, since in characteristic zero one knows that K,, , f F = A 2(D2F). and any other element of Hom, (D,F@ D,F, K,,,,,F) is a multiple of q by an element of the ground ring. Since q is not an epimorphism if 2 is not invertible in R (for instance, one cannot cover di3, 1J( 1 (3) @ 2)), we have proved that /i 2(D2 F) cannot be universally isomorphic to K,, 1j F. Thus A(D,F) has no universal K-filtration, and its dual A(S2F) has no universal L-filtration. for every R. But d;22J1(2)Q23) gives a nonzero element of S2(n2F), while (m0$)(1'~'Q23)=2[(1 A 2)(1 A 3)]. We conclude that S(A2F) has no universal K-filtration, and dually D(n'F) has no L-filtration. Thus the dotted map in the diagram above should be a linear combination of a and 8. Yet d&2)( lC3'2 Q2'2') is an element of the co-standard basis of Kc4,2jF, while /I( 1 (3)2 Q 2(2)) = 2( 12'2) . 1 (2)2) and a( 1 (3)2 Q 2(2)) = 2( l(3) .2'3') + fp2( 1'3'2'3'). Therefore D(D,F) cannot have a universal K-(L-) filtration (and dually S(S3F) cannot have a universal L-(K-) filtration).
